Fame Lab - international science competition - natural sciences, technology, medicine, mathematics or humanities: (deadline for applications 17 July 2022)

MSCA Postdoctoral Fellowships deadline: (14 September 2022)

With the intention to facilitate development of invaluable skills and experiences of postdocs at Charles University we announce offers for 2022 (deadline: 15. 6. 2022)

Junior Fund - its goal is to attract prospective international post-doc researchers, who will carry out research within a specific field. (many offers, various deadlines).

Crowdhelix is an Open Innovation platform that forges links between an international network of excellent researchers... (as an employee of UK you can become easily a member).

The Grant Agency's of the Czech Republic new publication for junior scientists, which will help them find their way in grant competitions and their conditions.

Edith Saurer Fonds - historical studies in social inequality (deadline: 30th September 2022)

4EU+ minigrants 2023 (Deadline: later in 2022)

DAAD Research Grants (Short Term) also for postdocs

Walter Benjamin Programme for postdocs (ongoing applications)

Humboldt Research Fellowship for postdoctoral and experienced researchers (reviewing applications every March, July and November)

Open online course The first Excellence-in-ReSTI module
- introduction to the European Union institutions, their strategies, policy goals and funding structures

Czech Language Courses for Foreign Employees

E-learning course: How to publish in Open Access Now available in English! and other Open Science courses here

Research Management courses and more

New website for postdocs at Faculty of Education

Journal Nature - How to Deal with Postdoctoral Problems